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ABSTRAC'f

The combination of artificial intelligence and robotics led to
rrore flexibility and powerful JTX)bile robot applications.

The robot

and its environment were simulated with a microcomputer to gather
statistical information.

An application was dertX>nstrated in the lab-

oratory with a nnbile robot.

The robot recognized an obstacle in its

path and generated the necessary changes in its environment so that
it could successfully complete a required task.
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IN'ffiODUCTI ON

This paper will discuss the use of artificial intelligence in
robot applications.

Artificial intelligence is prograrrming comp.lters

to perform operations that would require intelligence if performed by
humans (Heiserman 1981).

The purpose of this research was to prove

that incorpbration of artificial intelligence in robots enables them to
learn from their experience and adapt to a dynamic environment.

Arti-

ficial intelligence opens up robotic applications that were previously
impossible because it enhances robot flexibility.

Intelligent robotics

is a major step in achieving the completely automated factory.
classes of robot intelligence were examined:
(Heiserman 1981}.
med

Three

Alpha, Beta, and Garrma

Microcomputer simulations of each class were perfor-

and the results were statistically analyzed.

The IOOst promisint3

class of intelligence was further examined by employing a mobile robot
with sensors.

An application was developed to test the ability of an

intelligent robot to avoid an obstacle in its path.

CHAPI'ER I

ENHANCIM:i ROOar FLEXIBILITY WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Flexibility is a very necessary quality in today's manufacturing
robot.

The wide range of products manufactured and the varied proces-

ses used in production require flexibility.

Increased flexibility

would enable the robot to perform more applications and to cope with
changes in its environment.
supervision.

A flexible robot requires less human

Hecent improvements that contribute to greater rooot

flexibility are:

servo mechanisms in playback robots that have point-

to-point or continuous path control, special-purpose robot programning
languages, teach capabilities, and sensors (Engelberger 1980).
A Illajor obstacle to robot flexibility is the method of determining
motions.

Currently, the movement of f'OC)St manufacturing robots is

calculated with respect to a fixed reference frame (Heisennan 1981).
The position of each relevant object in the robot's environment must be
calculated and incorporated into the robot's canputer program.

This

requires expensive labor to calculate and input object positions.
Duri~

operation the

envirorunent

robot

avoids collisions with

objects

in

its

via such detaiied progranming.

The robot's position is also calculated relative to the fixed
reference frame (Heiserman 1981).

As

the robot rcnves, its position is

continually updated and stored in memory.
are required for these calculations.

2

This

Many matrix transformations
uses up valuable comµ.iter

3

processing time and slows down the robot's roovements.

Increased labor

costs are incurred for programners that are skilled in matrix transformations.

Programning is particularly complex for straight line robot

movements.

For such movements, the robot's path is treated as a series

of consecutive points, each of which must be calculated (Engelberger
1980).

There are several serious drawbacks to this method of roonitoring
the robot's environment and movements.
is by no means a predictable one.

The manufacturing environment

Even in the few "completely automa-

ted" factories, robots and machines break down or malfunction and they
must

be

restored to proper working condition.

In a manufacturing

plant, many different processes are being performed by many different
machines, robots, and personnel.

One or Il'¥)re different product types

are transported by various methods from one work station to the next.
The product undergoes one or Il'¥)re operations at each work station.

Raw

material and purchased parts are entering the plant and finished products are exiting.
packaged in a number

These materials and products are
of

different ways.

and maintenance must be carried out.

transported

and

Machine breakdowns occur,

Scrap and refuse must be rerooved

and the plant must be periodically cleaned.

No process, no machine,

and no plant can be expected to perform srroothly and perfectly for any
extended period of time.

The robot's environment will not stay fixed.

It will be constantly changing.

Numerous unexpected situations will

occur, and the robot must have an appropriate way to deal with them.
One way to approach this problem is to program the robot with
alternate routines to react to unexpected environmental situations.

4
Sensors are necessary in order

to

detect changed situations.

The robot

branches to routines and executes them when it senses certain environmental conditions.

Again, there are problems with this approach.

There is no way to predict _every situation that
infeasible

to

build

in

enough

sensors

will occur.

It is

to detect all of the pre-

dictable and unpredictable situations that might be encountered by
a robot and to program enough alternate routines to handle all
situations.
There is only one practical alternative.
u~

The robot must

to sense a few of the most frequent envirorunental changes.

alternate routines may be built into the robot's program.

be set

Then

But when a

situation occurs that the robot is not prepared to handle, the robot
must cease operation until personnel intervene and correct the problem.
This necessitates undesirable human monitoring.
costly robot downtime, especially if

the

robot

It also contributes to
is

involved with

more than one process at the same time.
Another problem with the fixed reference frame method is that
everything in the robot's work station must be in an exact position
(Lngelberger 1980).

This requires special fixturing for tools in

storage, work in process, etc.

Exact positioning is especially hin-

derinq to manufacturing robot flexibility.

The robot cannot perform

its job if it cannot locate tools or parts in an exact position and
must wait for human intervention.

This is a significant problem for

processes that require exactness in themselves, such as placing a pin
in a hole with a close tolerance.

5

Many sensors have been developed to alleviate these problems.
These include vision, tactile, and proximity sensors, am:>03 others.
Prograrrming methods need to be developed for handling and processing
the vast aioount of feedback data acquired from robot sensors.

This

data is useless if a robot program cannot convert it into relevant
information aoout the robot's environment.

The robot must also come up

with a way to make effective decisions about what actions to take based
on the sensor feedback information.
Many of these

problems

are

solved

intelligence in the robot progranming.
are

avoided because the intelligent

reference frame.
ly

processed.

incorporating artificial

Canplex matrix transformations
robot

no longer needs a fixed

The information from sensor

feedback

is

effective-

This information is used as an aid in locating relevant

objects in the robot's work environment.
unhampered

by

by

Robot

movement is

slow calculations.

A robot with artificial intelligence programs itself to make the
necessary cha03es for adaptin:J to new

si~uations

(Heiserman 1981).

'rherefore, the robot readily adapts to roost unexpected environmental
changes with relatively few sensors and wittx>ut specific program routines.
stance

It is no
to

be

program routine.

lonqer

necessary

individually

for the response to each circum-

resolved

by

usiDJ an alternate

Unexpected changes in the environment are handled by

the robot as they occur because the robot can program itself to respond
accordingly.
Artificial intelligence and sensors give the robot the ability to
"find" an object for which the exact location is unkoown.

Hence,

6

exact location of objects in the robot's workin] environnent is no
longer a strict requirement.
ment, however.
the

object

Approximate location is still a require-

Otherwise the robot wastes time

within its enyironment.

tryirg

to

locate

Artificial intelligence allows

the robot to use many of the capabilities of sensor data which
previously could not be used.

The robot is nnre aware of its environ-

ment and can handle unexpected environmental changes.

This greatly

enhances the robot's flexibility, which will result in new and

pre-

viously impossible robot applications in the manufacturing environment.
There will be an increase in productivity and a decrease in the need
for human supervision of the local
porating artificial

intelli~ence

manufacturi~

environment.

Incor-

in the manufacturing robot is a major

step toward the completely automated factory, and a significant
advancement in the robotics field.

CHAPTER II
ARTI·F ICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN HOBOTS

Artificial intelligence is programning comp.Jters to perform
operations that would require intelligence if they were performed by
humans (Heiserman 1981).
performs two functions.
the problem at hand.

An artificial intelligence computer program
First, the program finds a method for

solvi~

Second, the artificial intelligence program

obtains a solution method and implements it (Graham 1979}.

(The solu-

tion method is found· by classifying the problem.

All problems within

a classification have similar solution methods.

Once classified, the

solution method is predetermined.)
Traditional computer solutions to problems require:

definition of

the problem, developnent of a solution method, and generation of a
computer program to implement the solution.

Using

artificial intelli-

gence, one generates a computer program to:

recognize the problem,

find a solution, and implement the solution (Graham 1979).
oi~ent

The devel-

of an artificial intelligence program is more difficult than

traditional computer prograrrming.

Training in artificial intelligence

techniques is necessary for this type of progranming.

The result is

that artificial intelligence programs are initially more tine consuming
and expensive than conventional computer programs.
computer program solves a particular problem.

The conventional

An artificial

intelligence program can be used to solve a class of problems.

7
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Currently, IOC>St artificial intelligence solution techniques are
rather cumbersome when compared with the techniques used by a human
problem solver.

Artificial intelligence programs generally use trial

and error or heuristic techniques to solve problems (Graham 1979).
Recognition of the problem is more difficult in the artificial intelligence environment than it is for the human counterpart.

Human thought

processes and sensory organs are far superior to current mechanical or
electronic alternatives.
it has these limitations?

Why should artificial intelligence be used if
It saves time and expense in applications

where many specific routines must be developed in order to cope with a
variety of envirorunental circumstances (Graham 1979).
A robot with artificial intelligence is capable of adapting its
behavior pattern to cope with changes in its envirorunent.

When signi-

ficant environmental changes occur, the robot exhibits either a random
or a learned response (Heiserman 1981).

This response is not the

result of a progranmed routine that dictates the exact behavior required for the envirorunental situation.
its environment from its sensors.

The robot collects data about

'l\vo elements are crucial in the

robot's ability to detect relevant changes in its environment.

The

first element is the accuracy with which the robot's sensors reflect
the true nature of its environment.

The second element is the tech-

niques that the robot uses to sift throlXJh the sensory data and detect
significant changes in its environment.

There is a tradeoff between

the aroc>unt of sensory data examined and the speed and canplexity of
comp.Jter processing required.

9
An

artificial intelligence program uses relevant environmental

changes that are detected to define the state of its surroundings
(Heiserman 1981).

By using the artificial intelligence technique of

pattern matching, the program places a particular situation into one of
several categories.

Each category has a characteristic pattern which

represents a problem that needs to be solved.

The ~ categories

corresponding patterns are stored in the robot's memory.

and

Using pattern

matching, the program classifies the given set of environmental conditions in a category by matching the set of conditions to the category
pattern (Graham 1979).
For each category, a set of heuristics is used to dictate a
general response to the problem at hand (Graham 1979). The heuristics
for each category are stored in the robot's memory.

Once the environ-

mental situation is classified under a category, the corresponding
heuristics are applied.

The nature of the sensor data determines which

category the problem fits into.

The sensor data also determines which

heuristics to use in order to solve the problem.
Heuristics dictate a general response.

The robot must translate

the general response into a specific one in order to implement it.

For

example, given that the robot is moviB3 in a straight path, the general
response may be to make a turn.
right.

The specific response may be to turn

The methods by which general responses are translated into

specific responses determine three classes of robot intelligence.
These classes are:

Alpha, Beta, and Ganma (Heiserman 1981).

A microcomputer with graphics was used to simulate a robot and its
environment.

These simulations were adapted fran Heiserman's work

10
(1981).

Simulations were perfonned to gather statistical data about

the way a robot responds when using each of the three classes of
artificial intelligence.

By perfonning the simulations, a wider spec-

trum of applications was examined than would have been possible by
using a robot.
tion collection.

This approach was less costly and facilitated informaThe conditions

of

each experiment were rcnre close-

ly controlled than would have been possible with a robot.

This

resulted in simplified statistical comparison of the applications.
A statistical analysis was performed on the simulation data.

Based on this analysis, several representative applications were
selected for further study and testing using a mobile robot.

CHAPrER III
ALPHA CLASS INTELLIGENCE
Alf*la Class intelligence is the simplest type of machine
intelligence.
manner.

An Alpha robot makes decisions in a random, reflexive

One of a fixed set of responses is executed by an Alpha robot

when it senses a change in its environment (Heiserman 1981).
control computer generates a random number.

The robot

This random number deter-

mines which response the robot will execute.

The exact response is not

obtained directly from a prograrnned routine, but is obtained indirectly
via a random number.

An Alfila rol:x>t has no memory of past
generalize into the future.
not p:>ssible for an

experiences and it cannot

It lives "for the moment."

Learni03

is

Alpha robot since it cannot remember the past

(Heisennan 1981). No matter how many times an Alpha robot perfonns a
task, it does not improve in performance.

AlP!a behavior is exempli-

fied by a person who repeatedly goes to the bank at 2:30 p.m. on
Fridays.

Regardless of the crowded environment, the person does not

change the time or the day on which he or she goes to the bank.
Within each class of intelligence there are several levels.

These

levels are characterized by the nwnber of sensory and/or response m:>des
which the robot posesses.

An Alpha Level I robot has only one sensory

mode and one response mode (Heiserman 1981).

11

For example, an Alpha

12

Level I robot may sense obstacles in its path and the robot's one
response may be to m::>ve away from the obstacles.
The Alpha Level I robot was simulated by using graphics on a
microcomputer.

A rectangular border was placed on the screen.

The

border represented a physical barrier such as a wall or the limits of
the robot's work station.
tangle on the screen.
der.

The robot was represented by a small rec-

The robot was required to stay within the bor-

The robot's objective was to achieve freedom of JTX)tion within the

border.

The robot was required to be in motion at all times duri03 the

simulation

(Heiserman 1981).

Figure 1 shows the Alpha I simulation

screen.
The robot JTX)Ved by generating one of 24 rcDtion codes.

Figure

. 2 soows the motion codes that were available for robot movement.

A

motion code was a vector representing a combination of speed and
direction on the screen.

A successful ltX)tion code was one that

did not cause the robot to cross ci1e border or to become coincident
with the border. · The motion code was obtained by generating a
random number that was added to the robot's position and checked
to determine whether it was successful.

The robot was then moved

to its new position if the rootion code was successful.

Using the

successful motion code, the robot continued to move across the screen
in a step.vise manner.

Sooner or later it contacted the border and the

motion code was no 1003er successful.
was obtained (Heiserman 1981).

In this case a new motion code

An Alitia Level II robot is similar to

an Alpha Level I robot, except that it has more than one sensory mechanism and/or rrore than one response.

The Alpha II robot's responses
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nre still random, but it is able to sense more about the nature of its
environment.

An example is an Alpha II robot that can sense the dif-

ference between contact with the border and contact with obstacles
inside the border (represented by different characters on the screen).
'i 't1e /\lrna

ters.

II robot can also

respo~d

Alpha II robots no longer

tionin:3.

differently to the

various charac-

need a frame of reference for posi-

They can pick up cues about their positions by sensing the

t ypes of objects imnediately surrounding them (Heiserman 1981).
Figure 3 shows the flowchart for an Ali:tia I intelligence program.
First a random motion code is obtained.

This motion code is added to

the robot's current position on the screen.
to

The new position is tested

determine whether the robot will remain within its border.

If

contact with the border will result, the nntion code is rejected and a
new one is generated.
RUN ALPHA

GET RANDOM
MOTION CODE

TEST ROBOT
POSITION

MOVE ROBOT

Fig. 3.

Al(ila I flowchart ·
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If the rrotion code is an acceptable one, the robot is rroved to the
new position.

The same motion code is then added to the robot's posi-

tion once again and checked to see if it is an acceptable one.
process is continued as long as the Alpha robot

~s

in motion.

This
The

result is that the robot moves stepNise across the screen and changes
direction when it contacts the border {Heiserman 1981).

CHAPTER IV

BETA CI.ASS IN'rELLIGENCE
Beta Class intelligence is the class of machine intelligence above
Alpha Class.
previous one.
one.

Each successive class of intelligence builds on the
Each successive class is more complex than the previous

Beta class intelligence includes random Alpha behavior plus the

ability to remer.lber past events.
because thej have memory.

Beta robots are capable of learning

They can react based upon information stored

in their memories about past successful responses.
experience with time.

A Beta robot gains

It becomes J"OC)re successful at performing tasks

and coping wici1 environmental cha03es (Heiserman 1981).
suppose a person goes to the bank once on Friday at

For example,

2:30 p.m.

After

experiencing the crowded environment, he or she goes to the bank on
Monday the following week.

The person avoids going to the bank on

Friday afternoons thereafter because he or she remembers the crowds
experienced on the first visit.
A Beta robot begins with AlJ;tla behavior, randomly generating
responses to environmental circLUnstances.

However, the Beta robot

stores successful responses in its memory for future reference.

When a

Beta robot is faced with the same situation a second time, it retrieves
a successful response from its meroc>ry.

If this response is no longer a

successful one because of changed conditions,
the response.

the Beta robot discards

The robot resorts once again to random Alr.Oa behavior to

16
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obtain a successful

response.

The new response is stored in memory,

replacing the obsolete response whjch no longer works.

This gives the

Beta robot the capability of "changing its mind," which makes this
robot more adaptable to a changing environment (Heiserman 1981).
A Beta Level I robot has one sensory mode and it is capable of one
response. The Beta I rotx:>t's environment was identical to that of the
Alpha I robot in the microcomp.iter simulation.
about within the rectangular border.

The Beta I robot moved

It was restricted to movement

within the border and its objective was to achieve freedom of notion.
The Beta robot began with Alpha behavior, randomly picking motion codes
in order to avoid crossing its border (Heiserman 1981).
'Arl

array was used to store the successful motion codes in merrory.

The Beta robot rroved by using a particular 11X>tion code as it approached
a border contact situation.

The rotx:>t found a second motion code to

successfully carry it away from the border.

The first ItDtion code was

related to the state of the environment for which a response was
needed.

The second motion code was the response to this envirorunental

situation.

Each location within the array represented a particular

environmental situation.

When the Beta robot obtained a successful

response, it was stored in the address which represented the state of
the environment.
it was successful.

This linked the response to the conditions for which
When the

Beta

I robot encountered an environmental

situation, it checked its memory under the corresponding address to see
if a previously successful motion code was stored there.

If the robot

had not encountered this situation before, it did not find a code at
the corresponding address (Heiserman 1981).
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Figure 4 slx>ws the flowchart for a Beta Class intelligence
program.

A Beta robot performs like an Alpha robot at first.

motion codes are obtained and robot positions are tested.
no border contact, the

ro~t

Random

If there is

is roc>ved into the new position.

But the

Beta robot behaves differently than an Alpha robot when border contact
occurs.

The robot's menDry is checked to determine whether the robot

has encountered this situation before.

If the robot has not previously

encountered the situation, the robot resorts to Alpha behavior and
obtains a random

motion code.

This motion code is stored in memory

and remains there if it is successful.

A new nntion code is obtained

and stored in memory if this code is unsuccessful.

This process

continues until a successful nDtion code is implemented and stored in
memory (Heiserman 1981}.
In the case of a contact situation that has been experienced in
the robot's past, a successful

~tion

code is in the robot's meroc>ry.

This motion code is retrieved, tested, and used as long as it remains
successful.

Retrieving successful past responses from memory is much

faster than obtaining successful responses randomly.

A Beta robot

improves its performance with increased past experience because more
successful motion codes are stored in memory.

A Beta Level II rot:x>t is

similar to a Beta Level I robot except that it has more than one
sensory mode and/or roc>re than one response (Heiserman 1981).
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RUN BETA

GET l\ANDON

MOTICN CODE

TEST ROBOT
POSITIPN

N

CHECK
MEMCRY

GET RANDOM
CODE

~10TION

SAVE IN
MEMORY

READ STCRED
CODE

MCTI~N

TEST ROBOT
POSITICN

y

MOVE ROBOT

Fig. 4.

Beta I flowchart

CHAF'I'ER V
GAMMA CIASS INTELLIGENCE
The third class of intelligence is Ga1t1na.

Garrma Class

intelligence includes the capabilities of Alpha and Beta intelligence,
plus another capability.
future events.

A Garrroa robot has the ability to anticipate

Like the Alpha robot, a Garrrna robot can exhibit random,

reflexive responses to environmental circumstances.

Like the Beta

robot, a Gamna robot can remember successful past responses and use
them when faced with the same situations

again~

A Gamna rol:x>t can al5o

generalize its past experiences to future conditions.

It can solve

problems never before encountered by using successful responses to
similar situations in its past (Heiserman 1981).
The following is an example of Ganma Class intelligence.

A person

avoids going to a particular bank at 2:30 p.m. on Fridays because he or
she knows from past experience that the bank is overcrowded at this
time.

The person then decides to change banks.

The person avoids

going to the new bank at 2:30 p.m. on Friday because he or she assumes
that this bank will be overcrowded, also.

Although the person has

never been to the new bank before, he or she generalizes from past
experience with the first bank.
A Garrroa robot begins with random Al{ba behavior.
successful responses in memory.

As

the robot becanes more experienced,

it has rrx>re successful responses stored in
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It stores

me~ry.

The rol:x>t begins to
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exhibit Beta behavior, relying on successful past responses when faced
with the same envirorunental conditions again.

beg ins Garrna behavior.

Eventually, the robot

The Garrma robot attempts to solve problems

never before encountered by
situations in the past.

usi~

successful responses to similar

If the response to a similar past situation is

not successful, the robot rejects the response and resorts to random
Alpha behavior (Heiserman 1981).
"fhe mechanism by which the Gamma robot generalizes its past
responses to future conditions is called "confidence."
responses are stored in memory.

Successful

When the robot is faced with an

envirorunental situation a second time, it retrieves a successful past
response from memory.

The confidence of a particular response stored

in memory is the number of times the response is retrieved and used
successfully by the robot.
response in memory.

l~hen

A counter is stored along with each
the robot, using Beta behavior, retrieves a

particular response and uses it successfully, the counter is incremented by one.

In this way the rol::x>t gains confidence in a certain

solution code.

If the response stored in memory is no longer suc-

cessful, the confidence counter is decremented by one.

The robot loses

confidence in this particular solution code (Heiserman 1981).
A Ganroa robot experiences "adaptive trauma" when a solution code
in memory is no longer successful.

The Garnna robot continues trying to

use the solution code until the confidence counter drops to a certain
specified level (Heiserman 1981).

However, Beta class robots replace

unsuccessful solution codes in rnem=>ry after trying them only once.
Beta robots do not experience adaptive trauma.
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A Gamna Level I robot has one sensory xrode and it is capable of
one response.

The Garrma I robot's environment was identical to that of

the Alpha I and Beta I robots in the microcomputer simulation.
Garnna I rooot moved about within the

recta~ular

border.

The

It was

restricted to roovement within the border and its objective was to
achieve freedom of motion (Heiserman 1981).
The

Gam ~a

robot began with random Alpha behavior, storing

successful responses in memory.

It exhibited Beta behavior as suc-

cessful responses were retrieved from

me~ry.

The confidence level of

certain responses in memory rose as the responses were retrieved and
used by the robot.

Successful responses were stored in an array, along

with the corresponding confidence levels.

When the confidence level of

a response became four, the Garrma robot replaced low confidence level
responses with this highly successful response in the array.
process is

This

called the "Garrma function" (Heisennan 1981).

Fi•3ure 5 shows the flowchart for a Gamna Class intelligence
program.

This flowchart is the same as that of a Beta class program

except for a few additions.

If contact with the border is not imninent

using a response retrieved from memory, the robot is rcx>ved.
dence level is incremented by one for this response.

The confi-

If the confidence

level is equal to four, the Gamna function is performed on the
responses in memory

(Heiserman 1981).

If contact with the border is irrminent, the robot is not aroved and
the confidence level is decremented by one. In the case that the confidence level is not yet zero, the robot attempts to use the unsuccessful
response again.

The confidence level is decremented again, and this
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Garrma I flowchart
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process continues until the confidence level reaches
behavior is "adaptive trauma".

zero.

This

When the confidence level of a response

becomes zero, the robot returns to randan Alpha behavior to obtain a
successful response (Heiserman 1981).

CHAPTER VI
SIMULATION RESULTS
Infonnation was obtained from each simulation (Alpha, Beta, and
Gamma) for statistical analysis and comparison.
were defined identically for each simulation.

Success and failure
Success was defined as

the generation of a IOOtion code which 100ved the robot away from the
border when contact was imninent.

Failure was defined as generation of

a motion code which, if used, would cause the robot to cross the border
or become coincident with the border (Heiserman 1981).
tion many trials were performed.
many robots.

In each simula-

This represented the performance of

Each trial lasted for the same number of border contacts

to enable direct comparison of performance.

The score taken for each

trial represented the percentage of the robot's successful choices.

At

the end of each simulation the scores were averaged over the number of
trials to obtain a performance curve of an average robot over its life.
The results of four simulations were examined and analyzed statistically.

Behavior of Alpha and Beta robots with no outside disturbance

was examined in the first two simulations.

Behavior of Beta and Garrma

robots in adapting to outside disturbances was examined in the last

two

simulations.
A learning curve analysis was performed on the results of each
of the four simulations.

The complement of the scores was calculated

by using the equation:
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Complement

= 1.0

- Score

Graphs were . constructed showing the failure (unsuccess) of an average
robot over its life.

least squares regression of the power function:

A

y = a

*

(x""b)

·,;as performed on this data in order to obtain a standard error.

The

standard error of this data is a measure of how well the data fits the

power function m:>del.

The regression was performed by taking the

logarithm of both sides of the IX>Wer function:
log y

=

log a + (b

*

(log

x))

·and solving for the y-intercept, which is log a, and the slope, which
These values were obtained by using the following equations:

is b.

b

=

(n*t.((log x(i))*(log

y(i)))-~log x(i))*~log

y(i)))/

(n*?.;0 (log x(i))A2-i;1og x(i))A2)

log a =

and

(~log

·+.r

where n is the number of

ti~

y(i) )/n -

b*~log

tr.-

x(i) )/n

elements per trial.

The following equation was used

to

obtain a:

antilog(log a) =a
The values for a and b were used to compute the standard error (Se) of
the least squares regression on the power function by using the

equation:
Se

= SQR((

(y(i) - a*x(i)""b)""2)/(n-2))

where n is once again the number of time elements per trial.

Graphs

were constructed for each of the four simulations showing the score
c0r.1plenent and the regression values obtained usirg the power function
over the robots' life.
A

small standard error indicates a close fit between the raw data
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and the power function.

This in turn indicates that the learning curve

analysis is a reasonable one to perform on the simulation results.

A

BASIC program for use on the IBM Personal Comp.Jter was written for this
purpose and for perfonning a learning curve analysis.
In the first simulation, one hundred Alpha robots were examined
for one hundred border contacts each.

Performance scores were recorded

every ten contacts (e.g., 10 contacts, 20 contacts, ••• , 100 contacts)
for each robot.

The score at each decade of contacts was averaged over

the 100 trials (Heiserman 1981).
calculated.

The complement of these scores was

The result, shown in Figure 6, is a curve showing the

percentage of failure (unsuccess) that an average Alpha robot exhibits
over time, along with a least squares power function.
score complement over the 100 contacts was 0.493.

The average

This derconstrates

the fact that Alpha robots are incapable of learning and they do not
decrease in failure (become nx>re successful) with experience.

This

results from the fact that Alpha robots do not remember past events.
The standard error for this analysis was 0.00427, which indicates a
close fit between the raw data and the learning curve model.
The second simulation was performed exactly as the first one,
except Beta intelligence was employed.

Scores were recorded at each

decade of contacts and averaged over the 100 robots.

Score complements

were calculated and the results are shown in Figure 7, along with the
least squares power function.

The curve shows that the Beta robots

decreased in failure (increased in success) with increasif¥3 time and
experience.

The average score complement was 0.270 which indicates

that learning did take place because of the Beta robot's ability to
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remember past events.

The standard error was 0.04333 in this case,

which also indicates a close fit to the learning curve model.
The third simulation was performed to derronstrate the ability of a
Beta robot to adapt to disturbances in its environment.

In each trial,

the Beta robot was allowed to run for 25 torder contacts.

After the

25th contact, a motion code was forced on the robot to disturb it.
After 25 rrore border contacts, another nntion code was forced on the
robot.

This was repeated for 24 different motion codes (disturbance

phases).
situation.

Each time the robot was disturbed it had to adapt to the new
The results of this simulation show the ability of a Beta

robot to adapt to a changed situation (Heiserman 1981).

The statisti-

cal analysis performed on the adaptation curve is the same as that
performed in the first two simulations (power function regression).
The robot's score was recorded at the end of every 25 contacts for
each of 24 disturbance phases.

Thirty trials were performed, and the

scores were averaged over all trials for each disturbance phase.

The

complements of these scores were used to form a curve showing the
percentage of unsuccess (failure) versus the disturbance phase.

Figure

8 shows the Beta adaptation curve and the least squares power function.
The average score was 0.052, which demonstrates the exceptional ability
of the Beta robot to adapt to changes in its envirorunent.

The standard

error of the regression was 0.02682 which indicates a close fit with
the learning curve roc>del.
The fourth simulation was performed in the same manner as the
third one except Garnna robots were simulated.

Twenty-two trials were

performed because of the lengthy nature of the sirrulation.

Figure 9
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shows the score complement and the least squares power function versus
the disturbance phase.

The average score canplement was 0.046, which

demonstrates the Gamna robot's ability to adapt well to a changing
environment.

The standard error of regression was 0.02921 which

indicates a close fit with the learning curve rcndel.
A learning curve analysis was then performed on the results of
each simulation.

The cumulative average of each score complement was

obtained for each simulation.

Figures 10-13 show these values versus

the number of contacts or disturbance phases.

Where high learning was

present, these curves tend toward zero failure.

The logarithm p:>wer

function equation was again used:
log y

= log

a + (b*(log x))

to calculate log a and b as in the regression analysis.

The

y-intercept (log a) and the slope (b) were then used to construct a
least squares regression line.
for each simulation.

Figures 14-17 show this regression line

The percent learning (L) was calculated by using

the following equations:
log L
and

L

= b*(log

= antilog

2)

(b*(log 2))

The percent learning (L) is defined as follows:
L

=

(Cumulative average performance for 2*n trials)/

(Cumulative average performance for n trials)
where n is a positive integer.

Im L value of 100% represents no

learning, and an L value less than 100% represents positive learning.
Figure 18 stx>ws the results of the learning curve analysis.
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Simulation

Percent Learrii1¥J

Alpha

99.22
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82.36

Beta Adaptation
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Fig. 18.

The

expected.

Learning Curve Results

Alpha simulation resulted in no learning (99.22%), as
The Beta simulation results (82.36%) soow an increase in

learninq over the Alftla results.

The Beta adaptation simulation re-

sul ts were the most promising (76.59%).

The

Gamna

adaptation results

(83.89%) were inferior to the Beta adaptation results.

the

Garrma

This is because

robot 'experiences adaptive trauma, in which the robot con-

tinues several times to try a response that is no longer successful.
This behavior decreases the Garrma robot's score (Heisennan 1981).
Beta intelligence was chosen for further study with a mobile robot
based on these simulation results.

Alpha intelligence was chosen to

use as a basis of comparison since it represents

rx:>

learning.

CHAPI'ER VII
ROBOT APPLICATION

A

rrobile rol:x::>t was used to develop an application in which the

robot avoided an obstacle by using sensors and artificial intelligence.

The rol:x::>t was RBSX, designed by

RB

Robot Corporation.

RBSX

is 13 inches in diameter and 23 inches in height. It weighs 24 pounds
and it can rrove at a rate of about four inches per second.

The

robot's controlled devices include two motors, nine light emitting
diodes (LEDs), a horn, sonar, and one infrared emitting diode.

Two

6-volt rechargeable sealed lead acid batteries function as the
robot's power supply.
power storage.

Another six-volt battery was added for extra

The batteries are recharged by a 7.5-volt, 1.5 amp

recharging nest which operates on a standard 110-volt alternating
current 60

Hertz outlet.

RBSX's construction inclµdes an aluminum

chassis and a polycarbonate dome.

Two 4-inch diameter synthetic

rubber drives and two 2-inch diameter castors for turning movements
function as the robot's wheels (RB Robot Corporation 1983).
RBSX has three different types of sensors for obtaining
information atx>ut its environment.

The first type is an ultrasonic

sensor which is located on the robot's side, atx:>ut one foot above the
base.

This sensor functions as a proximity sensor by emitting sol.D1d

waves.

The rol:x::>t measures the distance to an object in the path of
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this sensor by recording the tine it takes the sound wave to travel
from the robot to the object and back.
The second type of sensor is a tactile sensor or a bumper.
has eight of these sensors around its base.
3x3 inch white panel.

RB5X

Each tactile sensor is a

When the panel is pressed, contact .is made in an

electrical circuit and a current flows.

This indicates the presence of

an object in the robot's irrrnediate environment.
The third type of sensor is a photodiode located under the robot's
base.

This is a light sensor which only functions when an infrared

emitting diode located next to it is turned on.

The robot uses the

light sensor for detecting whether it is rrnving on a light or a dark
surface (RB Robot Corporation 1983).
RB5X employs a National Semiconductor INS8073 microprocessor.
The robot's National Semiconductor INS8255 input/output system includes six 8-bit bytes and four edge connectors with +5 volts and
ground.

RBSX has BK bytes of standard memory, an added card with 16K

bytes of random access memory, and an EPROM attached with 2K bytes of
memory (RB Robot Corporation 1983).
I B•1 Personal Computer.

The robot was interfaced with an

A standard RS-232 cable was used to download

software from a disk through the IBM to the robot.
removed from the robot to run the programs.

The cable was then

{This is not necessary if

the robot remains within the range of the cable while executing a
program.)

The data transfer rate was 1200 b:lud.

A standard IBM Personal Computer conmunications program was
modified and used to interface the computer with RBSX (IBM Corp 1981).
RBSX uses NSC Tiny BASIC as a prograraning language.

Tiny BASIC is
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a lower level BASIC la03uage which includes some rnicrocanputer BASIC
commands and some assembly language corrrnands.
flli

Standard software which

Hobot Corporation designed for use with RBSX includes Alpha, Beta,

and Garnna programs, sonar software, and battery recharging programs.
The robot's environment was limited in this application to a black
plywood box.

The box consisted of an eight foot by four foot bottom

surrounded by one foot sides.

A white strip of tape atx>ut 1.5 inches

wide was placed on the floor of the b:>x for RBSX to follow by using its
photodiode sensor.

The robot followed the tape by rotating off-center

until the light sensor passed over the edge of the tape.

Once the edge

was sensed, it rotated in the opposite direction off-center until the
edge of the tape was again sensed.

By repeating this process, RBSX

moved along the tape by using a zigzag motion.
The robot's original task was to travel along the tape between two
workstations.

The workstations were two cardboard boxes at either end

of the eight foot length of the black box.
this scene.

Figure 19 is a diagram of

During execution of the robot's task, a barrier was placed

in the robot's path.

This barrier was placed in such a way that the

robot could successfully move around it on one side only.

The robot

used Alr:11a intelligence and Beta intelligence along with its sensors
and was able to find a way around the obstacle and continue performing
its task.
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CH1\PTER VIII

THE INTELLIGENT ROBOr PROOAAM
A Tiny BASIC program was designed to perform this application
usin~

RBSX.

Figure 20 shows a flowchart which describes in general the

Alpha intelligence reasoning used in the program.

RBSX begins its

task, which consists of following the white strip of tape back and
forth bet\veen two workstations.

By usif¥3 its ultrasonic

~ensor,

the

robot checks continuously to determine whether an obstacle is within
one foot of the sensor.
the task.

If no object is detected, the robot continues

If an object is detected, RB5X executes a workstation rou-

tine (beeps its horn).

The robot also roonitors its bumpers.
START A. I.

Fig. 20.

Alpha intelligence reasoning flowchart
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obstacle is bumped, RBSX continues its task.

If an obstacle is

detected, the robot executes an obstacle avoidance routine in which
it passes around the obstacle.

Then the robot continues executin]

its task.
Figure 21 is a flowchart of the RBSX program.

At first the

operator detennines whether an Alpha or a Beta application is desired.
Then the robot waits for the operator to press bumper one.

When this

bumper is pressed, RBSX moves forward until it passes over and senses
the strip of white tape.

Once the tape is sensed, RBSX rotates off-

center to the right until the edge of the tape is detected.

Then RBSX

rotates off-center to the left until the opposite tape edge is
detected.

The program then loops back so that RBSX rotates off-center

to tile right again.

This process continues, resulting in roovement

along the tape in a zigzag motion.
During this routine, RBSX' s ultrasonic sensor checks
if an object is within one foot of the sensor.
detected, HBSX beeps its horn.

to

determine

When an object is

If the object is

b~nped,

it is detected

by RBSX's tactile sensors and RBSX backs up at:x:>ut three inches to avoid

rubbing the object as it rotates.

RBSX then checks to see if Beta

intelligence was requested by the operator.

If not, a random direction

(denoted by G, which is either right or left) is obtained.

If Beta

intelligence was requested RBSX checks to see if this is the first
iteration.

(On the first iteration, a Beta robot resorts to random

Alpha responses because no response information is stored in memory.)
If it is the first iteration, RBSX chooses a random direction (G).

If
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it is not the first iteration, the direction is determined to be the
opposite of the one stored in memory from the last iteration.
RBSX rotates 90 degrees in the G direction and n"X>ves forward to
the wall.

RBSX then rotates 90 degrees in the opposite direction

(denoted by J) and uses its ultrasonic sensor to determine whether it
is facing an obstacle that is within one foot.

(This step is necessary

in order to determine whether it is possible to pass around the obstacle on this side of the robot's box.)

If an obstacle is detected,

RBSX rotates 90 degrees in the J direction and rrnves forward across the
tape to the opposite wall.

The values of G and J are switched.

The

program loops back to the point where RBSX rotates and checks to deter~ine

whether it can pass around the obstacle.

If no obstacle is detec-

ted, RBSX rooves forward about one foot to pass the obstacle.
rotates 90 degrees in the J direction to face the tape.

RBSX then

The robot

moves forward until the tape is sensed.
Once the tape is sensed, RBSX has successfully passed around the
obstacle and returned to its task.
tion equals right.

If

SJ,

RBSX checks to see if the G direc-

the program loops back to the point where

HBSX rotates off-center to the right.

If G does not equal right, the

program loops back to the point where RBSX rotates off-center to the
left.

RBSX then begins to roove along the tape once again.
The strip of white tape ends about 1.5 feet from each workstation.

When RBSX reaches the end of the tape, it rotates almost 360 degrees to
face the other workstation before the edge of the tape is sensed.
During execution of this rotation, the sensor is close enough to detect
the workstation.

RBSX then beeps its horn as long as the workstation
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is within a one foot range of the sensor, indicatifY3 that the robot
recognizes the presence of the workstation.

In a manufacturing

application, a task can be performed at this time at the workstation.
When an obstacle is detected in RBSX's path, the robot
successfully passes around it, returns to the tape, and continues in
its path.

A

Beta robot remembers which G direction was successful and

uses the opposite direction on its return trip to successfully pass
around the obstacle when it is detected.
not remember past events.

An

Alpha robot, however, does

Each time the Alpha robot encounters an

obstacle, it must randomly choose a G direction and test it to
determine whether it is a successful one. If the obstacle is removed
from its path, the robot continues its task with no interruptions.
This demonstrates the ability of an intelligent robot to adapt to
changing environmental circunstances.

CHAPTER IX
LIMITATIONS . AND RESULTS OF THE MOBILE ROBar APPLICATION
Most of the limitations that were present in the mobi l e robot
application were related to the robot's sensors.

The application

required that RBSX mak.e several 90 degree turns to avoid an obstacle in
its path.

The obstacle was placed in such a way that only one direc-

tion was a successful one in which to pass around it.

If RBSX turned

in the successful di'recti'on to avoid the obstacle, three 90 degree
turns were required with forward motion in between each turn.
accuracy of the 90 degree turn was therefore critical.
cially true in the case when RBSX first
direction.

turn~d

The

This was espe-

in the unsuccessful

Such a choice necessitated five 90 degree turns with for-

ward motion between each turn in order to travel to the other side of
the box and pass around the obstacle.

Inaccuracies in the 90 degree

rotations were magnified by the forward motions.

Also each successive

90 degree rotation built upon any previous rotational error.
One factor that contributed to rotational inaccuracies was the
decrease in the rate of rrvvement when the robot's batteries were· not
fully charged.

At full battery charge, it took a fixed annunt of time

to rotate 90 degrees.

This time was programned into the robot.

How-

ever, at partial battery charge, rotation for the same time duration
was about 85 degrees.
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Another limitation was that, although RBSX zigzagged when
following its path, it was required to be moving parallel or colinear
to the tape when it bumped the obstacle.

This was necessary because of

the difficulty in gettiNJ the robot to rotate to face the side of the
box perpendicularly after contact with the obstacle.

The ultrasonic

sensor could not be used to locate the side of the box as the robot
rotated.

The distance data from the far corner of the box and the edge

of the obstacle was too complex for the robot to transform into useful
data.

The rotation had to be fixed at 90 degrees because the robot's

sensors could not obtain enough infonnation about the envirorunent to
allow for flexibility in the aroc>unt
be

f

rotation.

This limitation could

overcome by attaching a vision sensor that can distiI¥]uish the

difference between the obstacle and the box.

A nnre complex sensor

information processing algorithm would also be necessary (Kauffman
1983).

RBSX was limited to following the strip of white tape in a zigzag
fashion.

This was necessary because of the limitations of the light

sensor under the robot's base and the robot's rrotors.

When rroving in a

straight line (forward), the robot passes over the edge of the tape too
quickly to detect it with ci1e light sensor.

However, during the off-

center rotation the light sensor passes over the edge of the tape more
slowly and the tape edge is detected.

This limitation could be

overcome by making the speed of the robot variable.
The inaccuracies associated with executing a 90 degree turn with
the robot result in two more limitations to this application.

The

intelligence prograrnning in this application is not directly comparable
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to the intelligence prograrrrning in the microcomputer simulations.

An

intelligent robot should be able to randomly choose the wrong direction
more than once when exhibiting Al{ila behavior.
This applies to RBSX in the case when it detects that its initial
random direction was not successful.

RBSX should return to the tape

and randomly choose a direction once again.

But rotational inaccura-

cies would be magnified too greatly if the robot tried the wrong
direction more than once.

The result is that the first choice of

direction is random, but if this choice proves to be an unsuccessful
one it is rejected and the other direction is used.
of direction is no longer random.

The second choice

It is assumed to be the opposite of

the first (unsuccessful) direction that was chosen.

Altholk)h the RBSX

application does not exhibit true random behavior, it makes roore sense
in practice not to be completely random in the case where only two
res{X>nses are possible.
The second limitation resulting from rotational inaccuracy is that
the robot cannot move a long distance when passing by the side of the
obstacle.
is limited.

Therefore the length of the obstacle along the robot's path
The robot will either collide with the side of the box or

the obstacle when trying to pass the obstacle.

The robot is not

accurately pointed in the right direction upon initial contact with the
obstacle.

Accurate stepper IOC>tors could partially solve the problem of

rotational inaccuracy.
Both Alpha and Beta applications were tested with the roobile
robot.

Ten trials were performed for each type of intelligence.

In

each trial, the robot made ten traverses from one workstation to the
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otiler one.

An obstacle was placed in the robot's path in such a manner

that the robot could successfully pass the obstacle on only one side.
The obstacle remained stationary througl"Xlut the trials.

The robot

scored a one if the first direction chosen was successful and it scored
a zero if the direction was not· successful.

For each trial the robot• s

final score was the average of the scores from each of the 10 traverses.

Fi~ure

22 shows these scores, along with the average AlEtla and

beta score over the 10 trials.
·~·l as

The

averag~

Beta score was 96%, which

far superior to the Alpha score of 46%.
There are many possible applications of Beta robot intelligence.

A

~eta

robot with the proper sensors could avoid obstacles, as derron-

strated in this research.

Another possible application is to have the

robot locate a rearranged workstation in its

envirorunent.

However, it

is clear from this research that an intelligent robot is limited by the

accuracy of its sensors and the ability of its sensors to detect the
true nature of its environment.
Iteration

Alpha

Beta

l
2

10

.40
.60
.40
.50
.40
.40
.60
.50
.20
.60

.90
.90
.90
1.00
.90
1.00
1.00
1.00
1. ""

Average:

.46

.96

3
4
5

6
7
8
9

Fig. 22.
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CHAPrER X
THE BENEFITS OF CDM3INI1'G ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND ROBOTICS
The combination of artificial intelligence and robotics in the
manufacturing environment could lead to powerful
robot flexibility is a necessity.

applic~tions

in which

Previously, manufacturing robots

were limited by their inability to adapt to unexpected environmental
changes.

Artificial intelligence gives robots the ability to effec-

tively handle the unpredictable manufacturing envirorunent.

Intelligent

robots can make decisions based on sensor inf>l:lt and prograrrrned
heuristics.
An

intelligent robot can learn how to cope with its environment.

Once the robot successfully learns how to adapt

to

its environment, it

can use this information to continue its task as long as the same
environmental conditions exist.

Successful responses are learned only

once for each given situation with Beta and Garrma intelligence.

An

intelligent robot can be "trained" by subjecting it to several different envirorunental situations and allowing it to learn to cope with
each one (Heiserman 1981).

By employing this method, the robot can

become better prepared to deal with its environment before performance
of an application begins.
Responses that are no longer successful can be changed in order
for the robot to cope with new situations.

A robot wittx>ut artificial

intelligence is limited to what it has been prograrrmed to perform via
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specific routines.
limitation.

But an intelligent robot does not have this

intelligent robot is not limited by its own previously

An

learned responses, either.

'~hen

these responses become obsolete, the

robot simply discards them anq replaces the responses with new, successful ones.

This gives the intelligent robot flexibility and enables

it to adapt rrore successfully to a dynamic envirorunent.
Conventional robot programning consists of many routines for
specific situations.

Artificial intelligence prograrnning for robots is

less time const.nning than conventional robot programning because the
specific routines are not necessary (Graham 1979).
progranming tine and robot memory.

This saves valuable

Less programning time means less

robot downtime for testing and debugging the program.

Less downtime

also results from the ability of an intelligent robot to cope with many
environmental situations without human intervention.

Conventional

manufacturing robots must signal for human intervention when they are
unable to function in a changed environmental situation.

Downtime

resulting in this case is from the time the robot stops until the
situation is corrected by an operator and the robot is functioning
again.
Intelligent robots can be used to supervise other manufacturing
robots, thereby decreasing the need for ht1nan supervisi?£1•

Decrease of

the human element is vital in today's manufacturing environment in
order to increase productivity.
in

manufactur~ng

Incorporating artificial intelligence

robots opens up many applications which are needed to

achieve the goal of the completely automated factory.

CONCWSia-.J

Robots with artificial intelligence are very effective in adapting
to unexpected changes in the manufacturing environment.
are crucial to the success of an intelligent robot:

Two factors

the accuracy of

its sensors and the ability of its sensors to determine the true nature
of its environment.

Beta class intelligence was the roc>st successful

class of the three studied in this research.

Beta class robots were

successful not only in a static environment but in adaptin<J to a dynamic environ:nent as well.

This is because a Beta robot remembers past

successful responses and uses them again when needed.

A robot can

successfully avoid an obstacle in its path by using sensors and
artificial intelligence.
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